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OFF TO BERLIN 
with three ID Internship students

‘There’s no better teacher than life experience, 
and no better classroom than the world.’ 
– E3 Berlin website
 
Das ist so Berlin! Of  all the cities in continental Europe, 
Berlin is known as the iconic New York-ish mecca of  cool. 
UNESCO declared it the 2006 design capital of  the world.

Almost 12,000 Berliners work in fashion, product design, 
architecture, photography and the visual arts, while the 
roughly 6,700 design companies generate annual sales of  
€1.5 billion. It is, well, Berlin.

And three Information Design students will spend the 
summer soaking in all that Berlin has to offer while they 
complete their Internship in the capital city.

Christy Hadwell, James Ereiser and Ben French each 
completed an application and prepared a portfolio for 
the E3 Berlin option of  the Education Abroad Program 

offered through the U of  A. All three recently 
heard they’ve been accepted – each with an 
impressive internship partner.

They are the fi rst MRU students to be involved 
with the E3 Berlin program.

They’ve also been accepted for housing at student 
apartments known as The House of  Nations where 
they’ll live with hundreds of  international students 
and about 50 U of  A students also accepted to the 
E3 Berlin program.

And they’ll each also end their internship by 
completing a critical design course in August.

Christy Hadwell
Christy has been placed at the German Research 
Center for Artifi cial Intelligence where she’ll be 
involved with multimodal interactive solutions.

She says she’s been both nervous and excited 
since she submitted her application.

“I’ve always wanted to travel again. I guess 
I got the travel bug after extensive travel in 
Europe and Australia in 2007 and 2008.”

James Ereiser
James has been placed at Fraunhofer 
FOKUS – the Fraunhofer Institute for Open 
Communication Systems where he’ll work 
with the Telehealth Technology Group.

James says he’s experienced “pure excitement” 
since being accepted. “It’s something I’ve never 
done before – living in another country. I’m really 
looking forward to it.

“My biggest worry is coming home at the end of  
the summer and not wanting to be here because 
I’ve had such an amazing experience all summer.”

James points out that while his surname is fully 
German, he’ll be the fi rst in his family to visit the 
Motherland. “My dad understood this opportunity 
as an investment in my future. He said, ‘I wish I 
had done something like this when I was your age.’

“I took that as a hearty endorsement. My mom said 
she was going to miss her boy,” he says with a laugh.

Ben French
Ben has been placed in the marketing department 
at the brand new Kiron University which provides 
free, three-year degrees exclusively for refugees. 
It partners with three ivy-league American 
universities: Harvard, Stanford and MIT.

He says he’s excited to be involved in such a “noble 
ideal in assisting the humanitarian crisis,” but that 
he’s trying to stay “confi dent and calm” as he takes 
care of  numerous details and completes a German 
language course.

“I can’t wait to get there, and I’m excited about 
forming professional relationships with university 
staff  and other interns,” he says.

“I want as much experience as possible while 
completing my degree to help me fi gure out what 
area of  Information Design I’d like to focus on 
when I’m done.”

Christy Hadwell, James Ereiser, Ben French
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NEW YORK CITY
with Natalie Christensen

The Big Apple beckons one of  our own.

When third-year Information Design student 
Natalie Christensen was in Grade 12, she visited 
New York. It was her fi rst solo travelling experience. 
It was her fi rst time out of  the country.

And the Big Apple had a big impact. 

From the fi rst visit, she admits to falling in 
love with New York – to the point of  deciding 
she’d like to live and work there one day. 

“It made a huge impression on me,” she says. 
“Not a day has passed since then when I haven’t 
thought about how I could make it happen.

“I didn’t have a concrete plan, but I knew 
that if  I went to university I could probably 
work something out. I kept thinking about 
it – looking for an opportunity.”

“I like how New York is very busy. 
People are always going places. There is 
an energy there that I fi nd quite inspiring. 
It motivates me to be productive.

“I just fi nd everything interesting. The music. 
The art. The food. The beach. People wear 
the coolest clothing. And there are people 
from all over the world in one city.”

Flash forward to this summer when Natalie 
will complete an Internship with the New York 
offi ce of  Critical Mass. She’ll be there from 
May 10 until classes begin in September.

“I’m terrifi ed,” she says with a laugh when 
thinking about the Internship ahead, and 
she adds, “I’m really excited to meet the 
other interns. And I’m excited to know I’ll 
be working at the New York offi ce.”

The journey to New York began in Calgary 
a year ago.

Natalie landed an Internship with the Calgary 
offi ce of  Critical Mass last summer. The 
Internship team created an app called RIVA that 
assists people with mobility issues in assessing 
the accessibility of  businesses in Calgary. She 
also worked with a mentor in creating a user 
experience design for a project with VISA.

When the Internship ended, Critical Mass offered 
Natalie a part-time position while she completed 
her third year of  the Information Design program. 
Over the past eight months she’s worked with 
clients such as GoDaddy, AT&T and the Sunglass 
Hut through her employment at Critical Mass.

Natalie completed one year of  visual design at 
ACAD prior to beginning Information Design 
studies at MRU. She says her year at art school has 
informed her information design practice. “I’ve 
blended together art and digital technology.

“I knew I needed to specialize, and it seemed to me 
the Information Design program at MRU would 
help me do just that.”

From Natalie’s perspective, the Information Design 
program “offers the development of  skills that can’t 
be learned anywhere else.

“Where else can you learn user experience design, 
information architecture and usability?” she asks.

She says her dream career will involve data visual-
ization in creating large, interactive displays – taking 
experiential design above and beyond an app or 
web applications.

In the meantime, her goal of  moving to New York 
is being realized one Internship at a time – thanks 
to Critical Mass.

This summer, she’s especially excited about working 
with Judy Leo – a mentor at the New York offi ce 
of  Critical Mass. Leo also teaches in the Master of  
Interaction Design program at the NYC School of  
Visual Arts.

“I want to be just like her. She’s a great leader. She 
was recently in Calgary, and watching her interact 
with people is amazing. She’s such a good listener.”
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Third-year student Dayna Nielsen 
is the second ID student to travel 
to northern India with the MRU 
fi eld-school.

From the beginning of  her time in the Information 
Design program, Dayna Nielsen, originally from 
Hanna, Alta., hoped to complete a semester abroad. 
As one semester blurred to the next, her hopes 
for an international experience were dimming.

Then she spotted a poster advertising the 2016 
India Field School – an intriguing opportunity to 
complete two Gen Eds while travelling to northern 
India, serving at an orphanage and learning at an 
Indian University.

She recalls her fi rst thought at seeing the poster: 
“I can still travel internationally. I won’t be gone as 
long. And it won’t be as expensive.”

She attended the fi rst meeting a few days later, and 
signed up shortly after – as did 35 other students 
from the departments of  Journalism and Child and 
Youth Studies.

Given her upcoming trip to India, Dayna chose 
India as the theme for a magazine assignment in 
COMM 3620.

In a fi rst-person article she wrote for the magazine, 
she says: “When the opportunity for travel to 
India fi rst arose, I considered the things I knew 
and liked about Indian culture: I grew up reading 
The Jungle Book and The Secret Garden. I loved 
Slumdog Millionaire. I had taken Bollywood-
style dance classes. And I enjoyed Indian food.

“When I thought of  India, I thought of  temples, tigers 
and spices. This mental image of  a kind of  wildly 
different beauty, coupled with the continual allure 
of  adventure, was plenty for me to make my decision.”

In closing the piece, Dayna says, “I am going 
for stories. I am going to remind myself  that the 
world is good. I am going for the challenge. I am 
going to experience the colours, the food and the 
humanity. I am going because a young woman can 
go to India – and not only survive, but thrive. 

“But most of  all, this trip is about the courage to 
get out there, for myself  and those around me. I 
hope I can inspire others to put aside their fears 
and follow suit.”

The Field School is taught by Terry Field from 
Journalism and Yasmin Dean from Child and 
Youth Studies. Students who participate in the Field 
School are enrolled in INST 3331 (International 
Community Development) and COMM 3501 
(International Communications) which are 
completed through a block week course, regular 
meetings through the winter semester and six 
weeks in India – April 30 to June 16.

Students spend most of  their time serving and living 
at the Sri Ram Ashram – an orphanage located in 
Haridwar (200 kilometres north of  New Delhi). 
As well as spending a day at the nearby Taj Mahal, 
students also visit the Dalai Lama’s Buddhist temple 
in Dharamshala and the Golden Temple in Amritsar.

OFF TO INDIA
with Dayna Nielsen
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Half  of  Brian’s sabbatical will be spent in 
Uruguay in a community service-learning 
project offering academic writing workshops 
to engineers at various universities.

One of  the unique aspects of  university culture is the 
idea of  a sabbatical where a professor is freed from 
classroom duties to focus on research and curriculum 

development. And, that’s exactly what Brian Traynor 
will be up to over the next academic term.

So, for the fi rst time since the Department of  
Information Design was formed nine years ago, 
students will encounter a different professor if  they 
fi nd themselves enrolled in Information Architecture, 
Usability or Project and Content Management.

Traynor started teaching 11 years ago at the then 
Mount Royal College in the Department of  Technical 
Communication (now Information Design). While 
he would have qualifi ed for a sabbatical years ago, his 
upcoming leave will be the fi rst in his teaching career.

“A friend and colleague had a sabbatical the previous 
year, and she told me how much it had refreshed and 
recharged her. She encouraged me to apply,” Traynor 
says, and adds that “part of  me wants to stay. I have 
all these ideas I want to implement in my courses.”

Traynor will use his sabbatical to enact two very 
different projects. The fi rst involves his long association 
with the Institution for Electrical and Electronic 
Engineers – the largest professional association in the 
world, with which he holds an executive position in its 
Professional Communication Society. 

Through the fall semester, Traynor will enact a 
community service learning project with colleagues in 
Uruguay, offering workshops in engineering programs 

at various universities on academic writing. He’ll then 
develop curriculum based on workshop assessments.

He will also collaborate with Information Design 
colleague Dr. Gil Wilkes in presenting a paper at the 
annual conference of  the Institution for Electrical 
and Electronic Engineers in Austin, Texas.

In the second half  of  the sabbatical he plans to 
research communications regulatory behaviour by 
seeking to answer the question, “what’s the outcome 
of  regulatory body actions?” On this project he’ll 
partner with Dr. David Taras – a colleague in the 
Faculty of  Communications Studies – as they put IBM’s 
“Watson” to work with some of  the research analysis.

“I’d like to create some predictive tools concerning 
regulatory body behaviour,” he says.

Traynor says he’s excited about a very different year 
ahead, but adds, “I’m a little nervous too. There are 
things I don’t know about both projects – the language 
and culture in Uruguay and the amount I have to learn 
about game theory to accomplish the second goal.”

Prior to teaching at MRU, Traynor was a senior 
manager in knowledge services with Nortel, 
and he has a long consulting history in wireless 
technologies and project management.

ON SABBATICAL
with Brian Traynor
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Information Design student receives 
prestigious Smithsonian scholarship to 
intern in Washington.

Kitty Dang was dashing along Main Street in the 

Lincoln Park Building last November when she 

saw a sign that read, “International opportunities 

for students.” It was a brief  interaction, but one 

that could well change her life’s trajectory.

Kitty heard recently that she has been awarded 

a three-part $14,000 scholarship to complete 

an Internship at the Smithsonian Institution in 

Washington, D.C. this summer. The Smithsonian 

Institution is the world’s largest museum and 

research complex in the world, and includes 19 

museums and galleries across the U.S.

Here’s how it played out for Kitty.

When the fall semester ended, she applied on line 

with the Alberta-Smithsonian Internship Program 

organized through the Education Abroad program 

at the University of  Alberta.

“It was my New Year’s resolution to fi nd an 

international opportunity before I completed my 

degree,” she says.

She also pointed out two key possible opportunities 

at the Smithsonian given her background in 

Information Design – the offi ce of  the Chief  

Information Offi cer at the Smithsonian Institution 

Building or the Smithsonian Centre for Learning 

and Digital Access.

The Smithsonian saw a good fi t for Kitty and her 

upcoming internship with the latter.

And its chief  information offi cer is none other than 

Ellen Lupton – the author of  the best-selling books 

Thinking with Type and Type on Screen.

“It’s very exciting,” Kitty says. “This is a key oppor-

tunity for me. Imagine being able to work and learn 

at the Smithsonian – and with Ellen Lupton.

“I’ve always been interested in teaching. I’ve learned 

that Information Designers play an instructional 

role. So being immersed in the Centre for Learning 

and Digital Access is especially appealing.”

THE SMITHSONIAN
with Kitty Dang
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ID ALUMNI EVENTS
with [re]converge and rewind

Current students inspired by meeting 
former students and hearing stories 
from their careers.

Kelsey McColgan is a member of  MRU’s fi rst graduating 
Information Design class. And she’s in her fi rst year 
teaching in the program where she learned to become an 
Information Designer. And she was part of  the group 
that breathed life into Design-akoke many years ago.

So, it’s not surprising that she inspired a couple of  
other fi rsts for the Information Design Department 
this academic term.

She took the lead last fall with the Information 
Design Alumni chapter to orchestrate an event 
known as [re]converge: 20x20 at which eight 
alumni presented their professional work. Fifty 
alumni and current students attended the event.

Three students represented the 2012 graduating 
class: Malarie Schaffer, an information and 
environmental designer with the Royal Tyrell 
Museum; Amanda Howard, an instructional 
designer in learning and development with 
Solium; and Justine Rodrigues, a communications 
advisor with the city of  Calgary.

Three students also represented the 2013 graduating 
class: Corrie Butler, a regional communications 
consultant with UNESCO’s HIV Education 
Team across eastern and southern Africa; Stan 
Dmytruk, a senior designer with Design4Change; 
and Barbara Shain, a user experience researcher.

Two students represented the most recent 
graduating class (2015): Stephanie Stobart who 
was then an information design consultant and 
UX designer with Blackline Safety (now with 
IBM), and Hayden Pattullo who is pursuing a 
master’s degree in architecture at the U of  C.

More recently the alumni chapter hosted an event 
known as rewind at which alumni brought artifacts 
from their professional employment and in a 
trade-fair environment shared their Information 
Design work with students and alumni. About 
50 alumni and students were in attendance.

The alumni included 2012 graduates Amanda 
Howard, Sarah Kuehn, and Kelsey McColgan; 
2013 graduate Stan Dymtruk; 2014 graduates 

Christina Riches, Curtis Ince, Samantha Clift, 
Sarah Gage, and Kevin Chan; and 2015 graduates 
Stephanie Stobart and Hayden Pattullo. 

Part-time faculty member Corey Brennan 
also contributed.

McColgan says the idea behind both events 
was “a chance for alumni to come back to 
MRU – to share what they’ve been up to.”

While the goal was met, McColgan says she 
was surprised by a much greater benefi t that 
showed itself. “Current students in all four 
years of  the Information Design program 
came out and reported how inspired they 
were to meet and hear from former students 
now working in Information Design.

“They said it was helpful to know what actual 
professional roles graduates fi nd in the market 
place. The events gave them something tangible.”

She says another secondary benefi t surfaced as 
well: “The events provided a good model for a 
portfolio show. Senior students working on their 
own portfolio show reported that it was good 
to see what kinds of  questions are asked – to 
see how someone who has been through the 
program handles a portfolio presentation.

Thinking ahead, McColgan hopes other alumni 
will join the Information Design Alumni 
Chapter and help bring some big ideas to life. 
Maybe an information design movie series 
– Helvetica, Objectifi ed, Urbanized, etc. Maybe 
an intensive design challenge – like a case 
completion common in schools of  business.

Alumni interested in joining the Information 
Design Alumni Chapter should contact Kelsey 
McColgan at kmccolgan@mtroyal.ca.
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‘Drawing Collective’ offers new dimension
for Information Design students at MRU.

When associate professor Dr. Milena Radzikowska 
returned from a semester of  teaching at the University 
of  Nebraska in December, she had an observation based 
on her teaching assignment in a fi ne arts department 
– and her own previous studies in fi ne art programs.

“I missed the smell of  paint and the feel of  
chalk dust,” she says. “And while there are many 
positives of  a design program, we don’t get to 
mess about in studios. We don’t have this tactile, 
immediate, and messy aspect in our courses.

“When you only have a digital environment, 
you just don’t have that art experience.”

So, Radzikowska put legs under her observation 
and started Information Design’s fi rst-ever drawing 
collective – instruction in drawing in various 
mediums offered informally every few weeks 
in the evening at MRU.

The fi rst was held in late January. The Fireplace 
Room was booked, and about 20 students and 
faculty members participated. Students from all 
four years of  the Information Design program 
were represented, and a few faculty members.

“I wanted the fi rst drawing collective session to be 
as loose as possible so that it would accommodate 
different expertise levels.

“We looked at human form with quick gestural 
drawing because drawing is partially about getting 
the body moving. And we worked on observation 
skills – what you’re seeing instead of  what you 
think you’re seeing.

“Students were very engaged and provided positive 
feedback,” Radzikowska says.

The second drawing collective featured Department 
Chair Ben Kunz who “helped us understand type 
as form.” Again, many students participated from 
each of  the four years of  the Information Design 
program – as well as alumni, faculty members, and 
students from the departments of  Journalism and 
Interior Design.

Radzikowska says that students have approached 
her about organizing the drawing collective in future 
years – which she counts as a “brilliant offer.”

It seems the drawing collective is here to stay. And 
while the format may vary, Radzikowska says “it 
will always fundamentally be about drawing.”

DRAWING COLLECTIVE
with ID students

Eman Elkadri (left) and Elise Martinoski focus on drawing at the fi rst Drawing Collective event.
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DESIGN-AKOKE
with the ID group

Hallmark event of  the year raises 
nearly $1,000 for scholarships.
 
In some ways, it’s best to say, “you should’ve been 
there.” At the MRU’s the HUB. On March 4. For the 
annual Design-akoke event sponsored by the student 
club known as the Information Design Society.

About 100 students and faculty did just that, 
and raised almost $1,000 for scholarships.

“It’s the hallmark event of  the year for us in 
Information Design,” says student president Travis 
Presbitero. “Everyone looks forward to it all year.”

While the attendance was similar to past years, 
Travis says what was different this year was that 
everyone stayed two hours longer – right to the end.

He says the number of  performers was also 
signifi cantly higher than past years – especially the 
number of  groups of  students who participated. 
“I’m most defi nitely pleased about the entire event.”

Travis credits the fi rst-year students for their 
team spirit and participation. He says the fi rst-
year students came out in record numbers, 
and impressed everyone with a class song.

“I think what makes Design-akoke successful is 
that it’s all in good fun. No one is trying to be the 

best. No one’s trying to beat anyone. We’re all there 
to enjoy being together and have a lot of  fun.”

Travis says he’s observed that the event builds 
student-professor relationships like nothing 
else. “I don’t believe in the ‘I’m your prof. 
You’re my student,’” formal kind of  situation.

“Why can’t we have genuine connections 
and real relationships? This event shows we 
can.” He is referring, of  course, to the fact 
that several professors attended the event and 
helped raise funds by agreeing to sing the song 
chosen by students through paid-for votes.

Professors Ben Kunz, Brian Traynor, Kelsey 
McColgan, Gil Wilkes and Richard Erlendson 
all presented memorable performances.

What can we say? You should’ve been there.
First-year student Emma Pincott in action at Design-akoke.

First year ID students perform a class song - and raise the bar for attendance and participation.
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IDS ELECTION
with the new executive

Election of  student executive positions sees 
increased number of  candidates.
 
Candidates threw their hat in the ring. An election 
followed. And a full slate of  executive positions has been 
fi lled by election for the Information Design Society.

The new executive includes:

Second-year rep: Anastacia Jido

Third-year rep: Piper Goodfellow

Fourth-year rep: Shannon Eastick

Secretary: Kylie Birce

Treasurer: Elise Martinoski

VP communications: Carmen Bronsch 

VP events: Brian Manalo

Vice president: Emma Young

President: Travis Presbitero

Travis Presbitero says there is renewed interest 
in the Information Design student club. “We 
had 14 candidates running for a position this 
year. For the fi rst time ever, we had candidates 
competing for most of  the positions.

“We had more visibility last year. And when people 
have a positive experience, it’s natural that they 
would want to be involved,” he says of  the increased 
participation in the election of  executive positions.

“And, students want the IDS to grow. The new 
executive defi nitely has the drive to pull off  
ambitious growth.

“We’re just getting started,” Travis says. “We want 
to continue our growth. We’ve really grown as a 
club, and what’s amazing is that we feel we’re just 
getting started.”

He says the IDS is looking to cement its identity 
in the next academic term. “We want to set the 
ground work for the club and become more than 
the events we hold.

“We want to impact student lives through 
projects such as working with student housing, 
offering mentorships and tutorials.

“We have plans we’d like to put in place,” he says.

This past academic term, the IDS sponsored 
three events including a bowling night 
attended by 60 students (up from 15 the year 
previous), a Christmas party known as Deck 
the Hub, and Design-akoke – attended by 85 
students (most of  whom stayed to the end and 
participated in karaoke through the evening).

Thank you outgoing executive members:

First-year rep: Elise Martinoski 

Second-year rep: Piper Goodfellow

Third-year rep: Madison Snell

Fourth-year rep: Logan Krupa

Secretary: Jillian Dipanfi lo

Treasurer: Josh Penner

VP communications: Kyna Ceschini 

VP events: Brian Manalo

Vice president: Emma Young

 President: Travis Presbitero 

IDS Executive (left to right): Carmen Bronsch, Piper Goodfellow, Emma Young, Travis Presbitero, Elise 
Martinoski, Anastacia Jido and Shannon Eastick. Missing are Brian Manalo and Kylie Birce.
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Fourth-year ID student Tory LaLiberte was there last 
year. Sarah Lamoureux, an ID grad of  2015, was there 
the year before. And now we know who will be there 
next semester –  “there” being the Institute of  Design 
& Communication in Graz, Austria.

Third-year ID student Alyssa Kelle received confi rmation 
recently that she’s been approved for a semester abroad, 
and that semester will be completed in the Department of  

Information Design at the FH Joanneum University 
of  Applied Sciences in Graz.

Alyssa says she’s been keen on the semester abroad 
from her fi rst day of  classes in fi rst year “after Dr. 
Glenn Ruhl plugged the school in Graz. He clearly 
thought very highly of  the program. It caught my 
attention,” she says.

Alyssa will be the fi rst student to complete the 
semester abroad in the fourth year of  the ID 
program, and the fi rst to go in the fall semester. 
Previous students have travelled in the winter term 
of  third year.

Alyssa attended an information session several 
months ago, but she says it was taking Tory for 
coffee that clinched the deal. “Tory spoke so 
highly of  the program and of  living in Austria.

“I have always wanted to do some kind of  
exchange. In our profession, the more inspiration, 
the better. The more culture the better,” she says.

What makes the semester abroad all the more 
appealing is that Alyssa has not travelled to Europe 
previously – although her family heritage traces 
back to Europe. And she has a great-aunt in Vienna 
who she plans to visit. “It will be good to be 
exposed to the place my family originated from.”

As an avid cyclist, Alyssa plans to leave Canada 
two months prior to the October start date so 
that she can tour through several countries on 
her bike. She has previously completed two cycle 
tours: Atlantic Canada and the Golden Triangle 
(Castle Mountain to Radium, Golden and home).

Concerning touring, Alyssa says she “prefers 
bikes to cars. I like the pace. Life slows right 
down. People talk to you any time you stop.

“It’s a great way to make connections while 
travelling. And you notice details. You see 
stuff  you wouldn’t notice from a vehicle. 
You’re aware of  the wind and the sky.”

How’s she feeling about it all? “Pretty excited,” 
she says, and adds, “When I think about it, 
I get excited. It’s still a long way off  so it’s 
not on the radar screen all the time.”

As she looks to a career in Information Design, 
Alyssa says she’s becoming interested in a 
substantive and meaningful assignment. “I’d like 
to affect social change.” To this end she’s enrolled 
in two courses in the upcoming spring semester: 
Social Innovation and Human Centered Design.

She’s also interested in working in a team 
environment. “I’ve fi gured out that you’re never 
going to be cutting edge by yourself. You just need 
to collaborate, and then you’ll come up with 
something smart.

“There’s freedom there. It’s liberating to know 
the best ideas come out of  collaboration. Play 
to your strengths. Maximize the strengths of  
others. We’re all different. Capitalize on it.”

Indeed, Alyssa hopes to capitalize on her 
design philosophy while in Austria. “This 
exchange is such a unique opportunity. I knew 
as I entered my fi nal year that it was now 
or never. I just had to make it happen.”

GRAZ, AUSTRIA
with Alyssa Kelle 
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Joe Viergutz says he’s changed 
after two years in the ID program.
 
When Joe Viergutz gets an assignment in class, he 
makes an appointment to see his education facilitator.

“We go over the assignment carefully and discuss it at 
length. She helps me take the right steps in approaching 
an assignment, and keeps me on track,” Joe says.

The two meet three to four hours weekly.

The one-on-one assistance is just one of  many 
services offered to students with developmental 
disabilities at MRU through the offi ce of  
Inclusive Post-Secondary Education.

Supports offered include course selection, one-on-
one tutoring and modifi cation of  course materials, 
recruitment of  classmate support, exploration 
of  opportunities to be involved in campus 
events, practicum supervision and assistance 
with summer employment or fi eld experience.

Joe’s life was forever affected just a few days 
after birth when he experienced severe seizures 
– the result of  nesidioblastosis attributed to 
excessive functioning of  the pancreas. By the 
time he was diagnosed and medicated, he’d 
already suffered a type of  brain damage, and 
issues with vision and fi ne motor skills.

While life with developmental disabilities has 
always been the normal way of  life for Joe, it hasn’t 
prevented him from exploring his potential.

Joe began studies at MRU in the fall semester 
of  2014. 

Sometimes life sorts itself  out. “It turned out 
to be the ideal program for me,” he says.

Prior to registering for courses, Joe meets with 
the ID Department Chair to discuss his options, 
and then signs up to audit courses. He completes 
the assignments and writes exams along with his 
classmates. He usually takes on two courses per 
semester, but this semester decided to try three.

What most people don’t know is that none 
of  it comes easy for Joe. His uber effort and 
determination pave the way for his success.

“I’ve met so many people who said I couldn’t 
do things in life. I’ve torn down those walls. I 
always say to myself, ‘Okay, it might look diffi cult 
or complicated, but I’m up for a challenge.’”

Friendships, though, are tougher to manage. 
However, he’s been processing the social side of  
university life and he has realized, “I have to go out 
of  my way to speak to people. I’m getting bolder.”

Joe observes that he’s come out of  his shell 
after two years in Information Design. “That’s 
the biggest change in my life since enrolling at 
MRU. I was telling a guy recently that I used 
to be super shy. He said, ‘Yeah right.’ At that 
moment it struck me how much I’ve changed.”

Joe says his strengths are in technical aspects of  
design. He has accounts with Twitter, Facebook, 
LinkedIn, and Instagram. Last year he had 29 
followers. Today he has 1,400. And he blogs 
using the blogging platform known as Medium.

His topics range from redefi ning the learning 
disability label to human traffi cking and app reviews.

In the future, he can see himself  being part of  the 
communication team of  an organization – perhaps 
handling social media.

Joe is one of  three students with developmental 
disabilities completing studies in the Department 
of  Information Design.

SUCCESS
with Joe Viergutz
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Third-year student receives the Dean’s 
Recognition Award for best research poster.
 
Third-year Information Design student Madison Snell 
enjoys a challenge – almost as much as she enjoys 
learning. Just ask Dr. Gil Wilkes – the ID professor who 
taught her a research methods course last semester.

When Dr. Wilkes heard about MRU’s Research and 
Scholarship event, he sent an email to his students 
from the fall course suggesting they participate.

Madison Snell was one of  a handful of  students 
who accepted the challenge. (Kylie Birce 
and Taylor Rueker also submitted abstracts, 
but encountered copyright challenges which 
prevented them from participating.)

In the end, Madison was the only student from 
the Faculty of  Communication Studies to 
participate in the Research and Scholarship event 
– for which she received the Dean’s Recognition 
Award. Her poster was entitled “Grace Helbig 
and content creation in the digital space: How 
to hook an audience in 60 seconds or less.”

The award came with a cheque for $250.

Part of  the research course involved looking at 
qualitative analysis – including grounded theory 
which involves breaking down text or video into 
many parts to examine how they interact. An 
assignment involved applying the theory to a live 
sample.

Madison’s poster was based on research she 
completed about U.S. comedian Grace Helbig’s 
YouTube channel known as It’s Grace, which is 
loaded to YouTube three times weekly.

“First-level coding of  the fi ve chosen videos 
identifi ed the three most telling aspects of  their 
content – fi gures, objects and editing styles,” 
Madison says. “Second-level coding of  the initial 

aspects demonstrates how different parts of  each 
video interact to tell a story.”

And for an Information Design student, creating 
a poster representing research data is a meaningful 
and delightful task. As she says, “It was kind of  fun 
to put it all together.”

Madison was able to secure permission from 
Helbig to use her YouTube posts for an activity 
beyond the classroom. Her abstract was selected for 
presentation. She created the poster, and proudly 
stood by on Tuesday, March 22, outside the Iniskim 
Centre so attendees and judges could discuss the 
project with her.

“I enjoyed speaking with the two judges who came 
by, and I had some interesting conversations with 
people through the day,” Madison says.

“I would say that the point of  the research project 
is that people are able to be successful outside 
traditional media.

“YouTube is not just for people posting cat videos. 
People are surviving from this. They are making a 
name for themselves,” Madison says.

As she says on her poster, “The Internet spawned 
a new kind of  career in entertainment: The digital 
content creator.

“YouTube has fed humanity’s fascination with other 
people’s lives through vlogging (a blend of  video 
and blogging) and lifestyle videos. Digital content 
creators build communities of  fans and followers 
across platforms.”

RESEARCH & SCHOLARSHIP DAYS
with Madison Snell

Photo Credit: Shannon Eastick
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Group work, industry partners and 
semester-long projects are the highlight 
of  Jordan Piraux’s experience at the 
Centre for Digital Media.
 
It’s a good thing the Centre for Digital Media’s recruiting 
offi cer is persistent. Yasmeen Awadh gave a presentation 
to Information Design students when Jordan Piraux was 
in second year.

Jordan thought it sounded like a good program, 
but at the time it seemed to be years away. Ditto 
for third year. But when Awadh spoke about the 
program when Jordan was in fourth year, she says 
she got “seriously interested.”

In fact, Jordan was interested enough to apply. And 
she was interested enough to accept the offer to 
attend, and then to move to Vancouver.

She’s the fi rst MRU Information Design graduate 
to do so – a trail blazer of  sorts.

Almost a year later, Jordan is well into the 
12-month, intensive graduate degree – a masters’ 
degree in digital media from the Centre for Digital 
Media – a collaboration among four universities: 
UBC, SFU, Emily Carr and BCIT.

And, she’s effusive about her experience.

“It’s a wonderful program – beyond amazing. It’s a 
completely different experience. I recommend it to 
all MRU’s Information Design grads.

“I’ve grown so much as a designer,” she says.

“I’ve learned I’m a real team player. I’ve especially 
enjoyed the major team projects,” she says, and 
adds that “at MRU I resisted team work. I always 
tried to fi nd a way to work alone.”

Some of  the courses Jordan has completed include 
Foundations of  Digital Media, Interdisciplinary 
Improvisation, Foundations of  Game Design and 
Visual Story Telling.

“I’ve gained valuable management, technical 
and design experience specifi c to the digital 
media industry. And I’ve learned to collaborate 
and communicate effectively in teams, create 
comprehensive business strategies, manage 

development projects, and deliver innovative 
products to clients on time and on budget.

“I can literally go anywhere in my career now,” she 
says. “It’s really changed my outlook.”

Jordan and her team members have had the 
opportunity to partner with organizations such 
as BC Elections, the Girls’ Learning Code and 
Mohamed Fahmy – the Egyptian-born, Canadian, 
award-winning CNN and Al Jazeera Iraq- and Egypt-
based journalist who was arrested, imprisoned by the 
Cairo Criminal Court and released after a re-trial. He 
currently lives in Vancouver.

Jordan will complete a four-month internship 
when her 12 months of  courses fi nish at the end 
of  August.

And, oh yes, she has one more thing to say about 
her time in Vancouver: “The weather’s wonderful,” 
she says with a laugh.

More grad studies news

Hayden Pattullo, also a member of  the 2015 ID 
grad class, is currently enrolled in a master’s degree 
in architecture at the U of  C. A third member of  
the 2015 ID grad class, Alexis Handford, is hoping 
to begin an on-line master’s degree in educational 
technology via UBC this fall. 

And a member of  this year’s graduating class, 
Christopher Berg, recently heard that he’s 
been accepted to complete a masters’ degree 
in architecture at the U of  C.

GRADUATE STUDIES
with ID grad Jordan Piraux
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LOCAL HACKATHON EVENT
with ID alum Stephanie Stobart 

A year ago Stephanie Stobart was focused on 
handing in projects and assignments so she could 
successfully complete the Information Design 
program. Since then, she’s not only found her 
place as a user experience designer, but she’s 
won two competitions developing apps.

Her most recent win came when she entered a city 
of  Calgary hackathon – an intensive competition 
over three days where teams develop an app within 
established criteria. A total of  35 teams and 150 
people participated in the local hackathon.

Stephanie established a team with Stephen 
Wensley, a local web application developer, 
after he reached out to her on Twitter. He had 
heard Stephanie speak at a hackathon a year 
ago, and was impressed with her skill set.

The two had not met prior to the launch of  
the hackathon. “We had no plan going into the 
competition. We hadn’t even met,” she says.

But they still managed to receive the 
runner-up prize for Best Regional App for 
their app known as Jobfully – for which 
they received a cheque for $500.

The hackathon duo targeted low income 
earners and youth who are unlikely to drive.

“We looked at the current economic climate 
and the challenge of  fi nding a job. Instead of  
creating a traditional job board with typical 
skill sets, we looked at other concerns such as 
the location of  the employer, commute time, 
parking costs, and company culture,” she says.

“Aside from the prize, I always get something of  
value. I fi nd I learn so many new skills. And I can 
show people the skills I have.

“I guess I’m getting addicted to these hackathons,” 
she says and laughs.

Last spring Stephanie teamed up with classmate 
Ezequiel Perdomo and signed up for the Canadian 
Open Data Experience (CODE) hackathon – a 
48-hour programming sprint to build the best app 
utilizing federal government data from Canada’s 
Open Government portal.

Their app Todaytum placed them in the top 
fi ve – an incredible feat considering that 16,000 
professionals and students participated.

The app is a web interface that matches trending 
topics in the news with data visualizations generated 
by contextual data sourced from the government. 

Stephanie started her career in Information 
Design as an instructional designer with Blackline 
Safety, but she recently accepted an assignment 
as a UX and UI designer at IBM’s Calgary offi ce 
where she specializes in human centered design.

“It’s a natural fi t for me. The Information Design 
program helped me understand how to make 
seemingly complex matters quite simple.

“Everything is designed,” she says. “And the user 
has to come fi rst in everything that’s designed.”
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IDS president Travis Presbitero opens up 
about his life in Information Design.

Q So, how has second year in ID been? How does it 
compare to fi rst year?

My second year in ID has been great. It’s been really fun 
getting to build on the tools and foundations I’ve learned 
in my fi rst year of  the program.

First year was exciting because there were so many new 
concepts I was learning daily that began to alter the way I 

perceived the world around me. As a result, I 
found myself  eager to explore and apply what 
I had learned.

So second year has been a great chance to fl ex my 
creative muscle, and it feels great. Our typography, 
programming, and digital layout classes have all 
produced some really great portfolio pieces.

Q In what ways are you starting to feel like an 
Information Designer?

I’d say it’s in the way I view the world around 
me. Absolutely everything I look at – a poster, a 
website, a phone app – I can’t help but critique 
or admire the use of  thoughtful design. I fi nd 
myself  wanting to contribute to these designs – be 
it a complementary design of  my own, or a new 
creation altogether. I just constantly want to create.

Q Have you landed an Internship? Tell all.
Ha. Ha. The million dollar question for all second 
years. To be quite honest, I haven’t put the ink to 
paper on any internship quite yet. I’ve elected to 
search outside our job bank, and it looks as though 
I will be working with the communications team 
for a very large construction company. So fi ngers 
crossed that plays out! 

Q How’s the GPA doing?
The GPA is alive and well. I’m sitting at a 3.8; 
however, for those of  you who plan on maintaining 
a 4.0 or straight As, I do not recommend taking the 
Gen Ed known as The Universe at Large. I straight 
up went to every class and participated in every 
conversation and still only managed to get a C+ 
in the class… Astronomy is apparently not my 
strong point.

Q & A
with Travis Presbitero

Q What do you do for fun in those rare free 
moments in a week?

I don’t think there’s anything better than spending 
time with my friends and family. I don’t get to see 
them too often, but when I can we have a blast. As 
well, my best friend and I like to go out for lunch, 
suit up, and hit up a few venues to enjoy a few 
cocktails and soak in some majestic atmospheres. 

Q What makes you so passionate about this 
department?

I believe my passion for this department stems from 
an inherent need and desire to improve the quality of  
lives around me. I see the potential in this program 
for us to be able to do just that – through creative or 
technical means. There’s just so much opportunity to 
genuinely change the world around us. 

Q How do you describe the ID program to 
people you meet?

I will usually give them a short general answer and 
then go into more detail depending on the situation. 
When they ask, “What is information design?” 
I tell them to take PR, journalism, marketing, 
programming, rhetorical/technical writing, graphic 
design, and web design and put it into one, and 
that’s a brief  summary of  what Information 
Designers do. Often times their response is, “wow, 
you could go far with that” – followed by some 
exchange of  contact information.

Q Words to live by?
Refuse to be “realistic.” It’s unrealistic to think a 
switch can illuminate a dark room in the night. It’s 
unrealistic to bend a heap of  metal and fl y it across 
the sky. It’s unrealistic to instantly hear another’s 
voice and see their face from across the world. It’s 
crazy and delusional – until it comes into fruition.
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INFORMATION+
Students and alumni are encouraged 
to attend an International information 
design conference in June.
 
For students enrolled in Information Design, 
an upcoming international conference known 
as Information+ is a chance to meet and hear 
from some international gurus and catch a 
glimpse of  the profession as it exists globally.

For ID alumni, the conference offers a broad 
professional development experience – a chance 
to be recharged and refreshed.

And the great news is that the conference is being 
held in western Canada. It is the fi rst of  its kind 
in Canada, and it may be years before such a high 
level conference takes place again on home soil.

It is scheduled to take place at the Emily Carr 
University of  Art + Design on Granville Island 
in downtown Vancouver from June 16-18.

Keynote speakers include Tamara Munzner 
who will present on Visualization Analysis and 
Design and Colin Ware who will speak about 
Visual Thinking About Data: The Cognitive 
Thread, Interaction and the Visual Query.

Other invited presenters include Catherine 
D’lgnazio, Creative Data Literacy: Bridging 
the Gap Between the Data Haves and 
Have-nots; Scott Murray, Designing Online 
Learning Experiences; and Chad Skelton, 
How to Think Like a Data Journalist.

The conference will include dozens of  other 
presentations by world leaders in the fi eld of  
Information Design.

Conference partners include ico-D, the 
International Council of  Design; IDA, the 
International Design Association; IIID, the 
International Institute for Design Information; and 
sbdi, the Brazilian Society of  Information Design.

Three professors from the department plan to 
attend: Ben Kunz, Kelsey McColgan and 
Richard Erlendson.

Further information is available on the conference 
website: Informationplusconference.com
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END MATTER...
DISCLOSURE will be published 
bi-annually by the Department of  
Information Design at Mount 
Royal University. 

You’re holding the fi rst edition.
 
The vision of  DISCLOSURE is to celebrate the 
success of  students, faculty and alumni as we build 
community in the Department of  Information 
Design. If  you, or anyone you know in our growing 
Information Design circle, have met with success, 
please contact Dr. Richard Erlendson – our 
department story teller – at rerlendson@mtroyal.ca.

On that note, third-year student Lyn Turnbull 
deserves a huge shout out for designing this 
fi rst edition. Please give her a high fi ve the next 
time you see her for her stellar work in bringing 
DISCLOSURE to life.

If  you are an ID alumni, we encourage you 
to join the ID Alumni Association. Contact 
Kelsey McColgan at kmccolgan@mtroyal.ca.

If  you are a leader or manager in the market-
place, please consider creating an Internship 
opportunity for one of  our second-year students. 
Internships run from May through August each 
year. Contact Lynn Dittmer – MRU ID Work 
Experience Co-ordinator at ldittmer@mtroyal.ca.

If  you are a student enrolled in Information 
Design and you are recognized for achievement at 
MRU, your place of  employment, an organization 
with which you volunteer, or your personal life, 
please let us know. We’d like to celebrate your 
success as well.

If  this is the fi rst time you’re hearing about the 
Bachelor of  Communication - Information 
Design degree at MRU, please look for us on the 
web where you’ll fi nd plenty of  information and 
samples of  student work.

On-line editions of  student-produced, class 
magazines are available on line at:

   2015 - [dee-kuhn-struhkt] - dksmagazine.ca 
   2014 - CAKE MAGAZINE - cakemag2014.ca
   2013 - VERVE - vervemagazine.ca


